
Introduction      by Kate 

 
We are a diverse community, so I will take personal responsibility for this section, because I do not want 

to commit my Craft brothers and sisters to these comments. However, I think most of the people offering 

Craft training in Calgary share these goals. 

 

 A desire to see the Craft grow in Calgary and to offer the best possible chance of happiness for its 

adherents. 

 A desire to ensure that, with reasonable effort, sincere people who wish to practice the Wiccan 

religion in a way that fulfills their spiritual needs with harm to none can find the resources of 

knowledge, experience and fellowship they chose to seek. 

 A belief that there are many paths and many ways to encounter the Sacred. Each person’s 

spirituality is deeply personal. Certain forms and symbols can be shared by many yet seen by 

each in unique ways. 

 A hope that there will be multiple choices of paths and teachers available to those who seek them, 

in the form of differing Traditions, types of teaching environment, and “fit” between the beliefs 

and philosophies of teachers and students. It is in the best interest of both students and teachers 

that people make free and knowledgeable choices, with alternatives to choose among. 

 A hope that we will share mutual respect for each other’s beliefs and practices, respect between 

groups, between members and students of different Traditions, between Wiccans and non-

Wiccans, and within the close relationships of teachers and students. 

 

 

Speaking personally, I believe that someone who is considering entering the Craft or wanting to expand 

their knowledge of it now has a much wider choice of what method or combination of methods will work 

best for them. Many teaching models exist and most are available to some extent in Calgary. All of them 

require time and work and should reward you in proportion to your effort. Right now, it can be difficult to 

figure out what options you have – what is available in the community, what skills you might 

learn there, even what your eventual goals will be. 

 
Goals vary: finding a satisfying connection with the Divine, facilitating a women’s circle, belonging to or 

leading a close working livelihood that serves your vision of the Goddess, skills and knowledge so you 

can teach Craft wherever you may live, a magical working partnership, ministry, ritual leadership, 

scholarship, eventual movement from Craft into some other religious path, and many other possibilities 

and patterns of practice. Over a long period, you may do many of these. No pattern is better or more real; 

what matters is that you give it your best while you are doing it. 

 

Your choice of training may move you more or less directly and quickly toward your goals but I do not 

believe that any training or experience is wasted or closes off possibilities as long as you, yourself, are 

flexible and far-sighted. You will need practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Do you need an initiation to belong to the Craft? 

 
That is a really touchy one to answer and there are several ways to answer it. The right answer depends on 

you – it may be “No.” If you are fulfilled by your practice and your beliefs without ever making a formal 

vow to your Deities, however you see them, then you may be well content to leave it at that, especially if 

you practice as a solitary Wiccan. The first requirement for initiation is that the person genuinely wants to 

make the vows and sees value in them. 

 

If you do want to make formal vows, then the question is – do you want to do this for or by yourself, or 

do you want the help of someone who has walked this path already and will help you? Do you want aid 

on your own path or do you want to share their path? If you want to share their path, are you willing to 

learn the skills it especially needs and make the promises that will let the others on it trust you as a 

Brother or Sister there? Of course you need more information to decide. 

 

Individual Wiccans, and especially members of many of the Wiccan Traditions, all have different ideas of 

what a Witch should be and know. Sometimes I think we are all very similar, sometimes I think we are 

very different. Personally, I think that initiation is a good thing, since the Craft is a mystery religion and 

this is one of its basic mysteries. 

I like to know that another Witch has made at least three formal promises to honour the Goddess/Gods 

(however envisioned): to observe the Law of Harm to None; and to respect secrecy of identity of other 

Wiccans. So, if someone tells me that they have made promises rather like these, to their Deities, in a 

circle that they have cast to the best of their knowledge and ability, and that this act was important and 

made a change for them, than I accept that they have made a successful self-initiation and offer them the 

respect due their achievement. And, if that person is living as a good Witch, the Gods have decided, 

haven’t they? 

 

Beyond the basic step – of formally taking Wiccan oaths – especially if you want to take responsibility for 

the spirituality of others – then your skill and knowledge become more important. At this point I believe 

that experience in working with others and some form of training is needed. 

 

Each Tradition or teacher has different things to pass on, different emphases and personal talents, 

different orders in which skills are acquired, different ways to choose students. 

 

It is human nature to want to feel that “mine is better.” This most often happens when we are starting out. 

Probably there are more debates about comparative path merit among students than among the Elders 

teaching them. When we are fully settled in our paths we become more tolerant. 

 

I think that now Calgary can offer you choices and good teachers. There are many ways to teach: from the 

very formal cross-gender one-to-one dialog to fairly accessible classes, and mid-points between, such as 

coven training, where “fit” in things like personality and philosophy are essential. There are many 

teaching styles and core beliefs. Some teachers are quite flexible and will let you schedule around busy 

times. Most teachers want you to develop “basic” skills; but they all differ on what is “basic”. A teacher 

may ask you to start with some retraining to bring you up to speed in their system. All the teachers that I 

know will give you freely and gladly whatever they can that is appropriate for your experience level, and 

friendship beside – but you may need to convince them why you need them and not someone with more 

time or desire to teach. (Here’s a secret – deep down, all these people love to teach or they wouldn’t do it. 

It’s too much work.) 

 

Talk frankly with prospective teachers about what you dream and want before you start – it is very hard 

on both of you if only later do you know enough to realize that the style, content or core beliefs of a path 

don’t fit your hopes. If you seek formal training outside a coven, I think that a contract that lists your 



rights and responsibilities, along with the degree sought and an estimated completion date, is a good 

arrangement. 

 

Initiations need to be both valid and licit. The best way to describe “valid” is that the Gods listened and 

you feel some subtle signs of change. “Licit” means legal: you have fulfilled the requirements of a 

Tradition’s level and your teacher and initiator was qualified and rightfully able to take you through the 

initiation process expected in that Tradition. So, teachers should be able to provide you with their 

references too. 

 

What your teacher may not be able to give you is entry into his or her coven if they belong to one. In most 

Traditions this would need the decision of that group, and not just the teacher. Some covens make a 

specialty of teaching and in some Traditions you would train as a junior member. Some have teaching 

structures which are Outer Circles that meet separately from their parent covens. You can ask what 

percentage of Outer Circle students eventually joins the parent coven or whether the group tries to assist 

their students to form new groups at the end of training. Right now, Calgary hasn’t many covens and I 

really hope that more people will take the risks and rewards of starting one. Mostly, finding kindred folk 

to work with after your training will be up to you. Maybe in a few years this will change, and you will be 

one of the changers. 

 

If you already have a teacher or coven, you must consult them about your desire to change teachers or 

cross-train in another Tradition. Some Traditions have all kinds of rules about the right way to do this: it’s 

not like adding anchovies to your pizza. Consult your group Elder about the repercussions your action 

may have. You may find your pre-existing teaching relationship; unexpectedly voided. If you petition for 

acceptance with another teacher, that person usually will call your last teacher to be sure you have told 

them and made appropriate arrangements. Otherwise your new teacher or coven leader may in some Craft 

circles be labeled a “body snatcher” or s/he may be worried by your lack of respect for the people you are 

leaving. Changing works best after completion of specific degree steps, not in the middle. Within a grace 

period of six months after you stopped going to coven or after it stopped meeting, it would be courteous 

to advise your old group of your intention to go elsewhere. 

 

 


